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City of Elmira, NY
Update to credit analysis following upgrade to Baa3 positive

Summary
Although the City of Elmira (Baa3 positive), New York has materially improved its financial
position over the past few years, reserves and liquidity remain trim. The recent improvements
owe much to the administration's improved budgetary management and the willingness to
maintain the tax increases implemented in 2017 and 2018. The improved governance is a
particularly positive sign as the city's troubles can be traced to a period of overly-optimistic
revenue budgeting coupled with economic deterioration. Management is now making a
concerted effort to push redevelopment while retaining fiscal control. Towards this end, they
have declined to rely excessively on federal stimulus to balance the budget and, instead, seek
to use the money for allowable capital needs.

All positives aside, the city's economy remains highly challenged and resident wealth and
income are quite weak. Management's ability to turn capital projects into an economic spur
will have a major bearing on the city's future credit quality.

On November 30, 2022 we published a press release upgrading the city's long-term Issuer
and GOLT Ratings one notch to Baa3 and assigning a positive outlook.

Credit strengths

» Materially improved, albeit still narrow reserves

» Improved budgeting

Credit challenges

» Very weak resident wealth and income

» Weak regional economy

Rating outlook
The positive outlook reflects our expectations that the city will maintain its improved
budgeting leading to strengthened reserves.

Factors that could lead to an upgrade

» Significant economic growth and improved resident wealth and incomes

» Operating surpluses resulting in replenishment of reserves

» Improvement in liquidity levels

http://www.surveygizmo.com/s3/1133212/Rate-this-research?pubid=PBM_1350264
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Elmira-City-of-NY-credit-rating-600025557
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Factors that could lead to a downgrade

» Return to structural imbalance and/or cash flow borrowing

» Significant increase in leverage

» Material weakening in the economy or resident wealth and incomes

Key indicators

Exhibit 1

Elmira (City of) NY

2018 2019 2020 2021
Economy
Resident income ratio (%) 59.4% 61.6% 58.7% N/A
Full Value ($000) $683,074 $692,884 $674,849 $682,069
Population 27,695 27,402 27,236 N/A
Full value per capita ($) $24,664 $25,286 $24,778 N/A
Economic growth metric (%) -3.8% -3.8% -2.9% N/A
Financial Performance
Revenue ($000) $37,501 $45,423 $43,691 $52,351
Available fund balance ($000) $1,176 $4,796 $4,505 $6,769
Net unrestricted cash ($000) -$2,336 $2,146 $4,579 $6,481
Available fund balance ratio (%) 3.1% 10.6% 10.3% 12.9%
Liquidity ratio (%) -6.2% 4.7% 10.5% 12.4%
Leverage
Debt ($000) $25,660 $24,899 $24,480 $25,926
Adjusted net pension liabilities ($000) $46,911 $58,463 $72,404 $57,870
Adjusted net OPEB liabilities ($000) $38,167 $36,727 $43,391 $47,222
Other long-term liabilities ($000) $2,699 $2,769 $3,018 $3,185
Long-term liabilities ratio (%) 302.5% 270.5% 328.0% 256.4%
Fixed costs
Implied debt service ($000) $0 $1,891 $1,815 $1,753
Pension tread water contribution ($000) $2,553 $2,461 $2,372 $3,721
OPEB contributions ($000) $1,947 $1,927 $2,056 $2,035
Implied cost of other long-term liabilities ($000) $0 $199 $202 $216
Fixed-costs ratio (%) 12.0% 14.3% 14.8% 14.8%

For definitions of the metrics in the table above please refer to the US Cities and Counties Methodology or see the Glossary in the Appendix below. Metrics represented as N/A indicate the
data were not available at the time of publication. The medians come from our most recently published US Cities and Counties Median Report.
The Economic Growth metric cited above compares the five-year CAGR of real GDP for Elmira, NY Metropolitan Statistical Area to the five-year CAGR of real GDP for the US.
Sources: US Census Bureau, Elmira (City of) NY’s financial statements and Moody’s Investors Service, US Bureau of Economic Analysis

Profile
The City of Elmira is located in Chemung County (A1), in New York State's (Aa1 stable) Southern Tier region. The city provides standard
municipal services to a population which has been decreasing steadily for decades and was 26,523 as of the 2020 census.

Detailed credit considerations

Economy: limited economy with weak wealth
Elmira's limited economy will remain stable in the near term due to ongoing economic development efforts. The MSA's economy
has grown considerably more slowly than the nation, however, management has aggressively pushed new development, with the aid
of the state and county. Most notably, the Lake Erie College of Osteopathic Medicine (LECOM) opened a medical school in Elmira.
The 49,000 square foot facility cost $20 million from the school and $3 million from the state and accommodates 480 students. In

This publication does not announce a credit rating action. For any credit ratings referenced in this publication, please see the issuer/deal page on https://ratings.moodys.com for the
most updated credit rating action information and rating history.
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addition, the city has completed or nearly completed a number of large projects in its downtown; these projects include new market
rate apartments, commercial space, a pedestrian bridge, parks, and parking. In addition, the First Arena is under new management and
has brought in two sporting teams as well as live music and other entertainment. The city expects these, and other pending projects,
will provide a material boost to the local economy.

The ongoing development is of major importance to the city's future credit quality as the city has been stagnating. Until the 1970s the
region was home to a significant number of manufacturing plants that provided secure sources of employment and gave stability to the
tax base. In the early 1980s and 1990s, many of those businesses left the area leading to a marked decline in population and resident
wealth and incomes.

More recently, the city benefited from hydrofracking in the Marcellus Shale across the border in Pennsylvania (Aa3 stable), which led
to increased commerce and economic activity in Elmira's downtown corridor. Expansion efforts eventually cooled resulting in reduced
business activity throughout the region. The city is currently working with the state on a number of economic development projects
that they hope will revitalize the city and increase economic vitality going forward. Fracking is currently banned in New York state.

Despite the ongoing redevelopment, resident wealth and income are well below-average, with full value per capita of $24,181 and
adjusted median household income equal to only 58.7% of the national median. Poverty is high with an estimated 24.9% of the
populace living below the poverty line.

The pandemic had only a modest impact on the city's economy. After spiking sharply, the city's unemployment rate has come down
and, as of September 2022 was 5%, higher than the state (3.9%) and the national rates (3.3%).

Exhibit 2

Resident Income
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Sources: Moody's Investors Service & US Census Bureau

Financial operations: weak but improving finances with high reliance on cash flow borrowing
The city's finances will remain weak but continue to improve in the near to medium term as the city continues its recent efforts to
restore financial order. After years of operating deficits left the city with a negative fund balance position, property taxes were raised
allowing the city to finally achieve a positive reserve position. As of the end of 2021 (calendar year end), total available fund balance
and net unrestricted current assets amounted to $6.8 million or 12.9% of revenues.

The turnaround, though not complete, has been considerable and can be attributed to the aforementioned property tax increases and
to more conservative budgeting practices. Since 2018, governmental revenue is up 39.6% while expenditures are up 36.8%, meaning
the city is slightly better than balanced, hence the recovery in reserves. In 2021, the city received 31.9% of revenues from property
taxes, 13.3% from sales taxes, and 43% from intergovernmental sources (largely state and federal aid).

Favorably, the pandemic has had less of an impact than feared. While sales taxes were initially hit, they recovered and the city was able
to maintain its fiscal improvements.
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Going forward, the city expects 2022 to end in line with 2021, though the administration is cautiously optimistic that the year will
end with another small surplus. This stability, or possibly continued strengthening is particularly important as it comes despite the city
receiving a smaller portion of the county-wide sales tax. This decrease comes as the result of the county implementing modifications
based on the 2020 census. The city is in regular communication with the county and has implemented the adjustments, and the
expected percentages for 2023 and 2024, into its budget and still expects to see modest growth in the dollar value.

Despite the improvements, the city's margin of error is small. The only major revenue totally under city control is the property tax but
the levy is estimated to be at 83.9% of the constitutional cap. Put another way, absent material tax base growth, the city can only
raise its levy another $2.2 million. This, however, has been the case for a number of years and, so far, the city has been able to manage
without further material increases.

Exhibit 3

Fund Balance

General fund Other governmental funds Internal service funds Business-type activities
Available fund balance ratio (%) BaAndBelow median available fund balance ratio (%)
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Liquidity
The city's available liquidity is narrow. At the end of 2021, available cash was equal to $6.5 million or 12.4% of total revenues. While
narrow, there is also a good deal of restricted money, mostly ARPA funding, which is available for various capital and operational needs.
Including this money, liquidity is a much stronger $21.8 million or 54%.

Notably, the city is no longer reliant on cash flow borrowing.

Exhibit 4

Cash
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Leverage: Moderate leverage with considerable capital needs
Elmira's leverage is moderate and will remain so for the near term. Although the city has considerable capital needs, it received a large
ARPA grant ($28.3 million) which will enable the completion of many projects without tapping the capital markets beyond normal,
annual borrowing of $2.5 million to $4 million.The city's pension and OPEB liabilities and fixed costs are moderate.

Exhibit 5

Total Primary Government - Long Term Liabilities

Governmental Debt Business-Type Activity Debt Adjusted net pension liabilities
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Legal security
Payment of principal and interest on the city's debt is backed by the city's faith and credit supported by its authority to levy such ad
valorem property taxes as may be necessary to pay the bonds, as limited by New York State's legislative cap on property taxes (Chapter
97 (Part A) of the Laws of the State of New York, 2011).

Debt structure
All of Elmira's long-term debt is fixed rate. The city issues bond anticipation notes on a regular basis.

Debt-related derivatives
The city is not party to any interest rate swaps or derivative agreements.

Pensions and OPEB
The city's pension and OPEB liabilities are each larger than its debt and, though manageable at this time, represent a potential future
credit challenge. The city participates in two state sponsored multiple employer cost-sharing pension plans and funds retiree healthcare
(OPEB) on a pay-go basis.

The city's 2021 pension contributions were below tread water, resulting in a small tread water gap. Tread water is the amount required
to prevent the unfunded liability from increasing assuming all plan assumptions are realized. As a result of historically strong funding,
the city's pensions are well funded on a reported basis. When adjusted for a more conservative discount rate or assumed rate of return
on pension assets, the net pension liability is substantial.

To the extent that the state-run multiple-employer pension plans in which Elmira participates experience returns on assets that fall
short of their assumptions, the city's required pension contribution will increase. Because it is not pre-funding OPEB benefits as they
accrue, which is not permitted under New York State law, though changing that is under discussion in the legislature, the city's OPEB
costs will likely escalate as the number of retirees it covers grows and retirees age.

Going forward, the city's pension liabilities will be materially impacted by current market conditions. As the stock market
underperforms, reported liabilities are expected to increase sharply. However, the concurrent rise in interest rates will have a
countervailing force as a higher discount rate leads to smaller long-term liabilities. We currently expect the interest rate impact to be
greater than the investment return impact, leading ANPLs to decrease, though this will change with market conditions.
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ESG considerations
Elmira (City of) NY's ESG Credit Impact Score is Moderately Negative CIS-3

Exhibit 6

ESG issuer profile scores

Source: Moody's Investors Service

Elmira's credit impact score is moderately negative (CIS-3) reflecting moderately-negative exposure to environmental, social, and
governance risks.

Environmental
Elmira's E issuer profile score is moderately-negative (E-3). While risks associated with carbon transition, water, natural capital, and
waste and pollution are modest, the region is exposed to an elevated risk to flooding. Favorably, multiple levels of government,
including the city and county, have invested in storm drainage infrastructure that limits the duration and impact of flooding events.

Social
Elmira's S issuer profile score is moderately negative (S-3). The city's demographic and labor trends are moderate risks while risks
associated with education, housing, health and safety, and access to basic services are neutral to low.

Governance

Elmira's G issuer profile score is moderately negative (G-3). Historically, the city has been challenged to accurately budget its revenue
projections, control its expenses, and avoid pension deferrals. Favorably, the current administration has made great strides in improving
matters. Sustained improvement in these areas would be a credit positive for the city.
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Rating methodology and scorecard factors

The US Cities and Counties Rating Methodology includes a scorecard, which summarizes the rating factors generally most important to
city and county credit profiles. Because the scorecard is a summary, and may not include every consideration in the credit analysis for a
specific issuer, a scorecard-indicated outcome may or may not map closely to the actual rating assigned.

Exhibit 7

Elmira (City of) NY

Measure Weight Score
Economy
Resident income ratio 58.7% 7.7% Ba
Full value per capita 24,181 30.8% B
Economic growth metric -2.9% 7.7% Baa
Financial Performance
Available fund balance ratio 12.9% 15.4% Baa
Liquidity ratio 12.4% 7.7% Ba
Institutional Framework
Institutional Framework Aa 7.7% Aa
Leverage
Long-term liabilities ratio 256.4% 15.4% A
Fixed-costs ratio 14.8% 7.7% Aa
Notching factors
No notchings applied
Scorecard-Indicated Outcome Baa2
Assigned Rating Baa3

Sources: US Census Bureau, Elmira (City of) NY’s financial statements and Moody’s Investors Service
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Appendix

Exhibit 8

Key Indicators Glossary

Definition Typical Source*
Economy
Resident income ratio Median Household Income (MHI) for the city or county, adjusted for

Regional Price Parity (RPP), as a % of the US MHI
MHI: US Census Bureau
RPP: US Bureau of Economic Analysis

Full value Estimated market value of taxable property in the city or county State repositories; audited financial
statements; continuing disclosures

Population Population of the city or county US Census Bureau
Full value per capita Full value / population
Economic growth metric Five year CAGR of real GDP for Metropolitan Statistical Area or

county minus the five-year CAGR of real GDP for the US
Real GDP: US Bureau of Economic Analysis

Financial performance
Revenue Sum of revenue from total governmental funds, operating and non-

operating revenue from total business-type activities, and non-
operating revenue from internal services funds, excluding transfers
and one-time revenue, e.g., bond proceeds or capital contributions

Audited financial statements

Available fund balance Sum of all fund balances that are classified as unassigned, assigned or
committed in the total governmental funds, plus unrestricted current
assets minus current liabilities from the city's or county's business-
type activities and internal services funds

Audited financial statements

Net unrestricted cash Sum of unrestricted cash in governmental activities, business type
activities and internal services fund, net of short-term debt

Audited financial statements

Available fund balance ratio Available fund balance (including net current assets from business-
type activities and internal services funds) / Revenue

Liquidity ratio Net unrestricted cash / Revenue
Leverage
Debt Outstanding long-term bonds and all other forms of long-term debt

across the governmental and business-type activities, including debt
of another entity for which it has provided a guarantee disclosed in
its financial statements

Audited financial statements; official
statements

Adjusted net pension liabilities (ANPL) Total primary government's pension liabilities adjusted by Moody's to
standardize the discount rate used to compute the present value of
accrued benefits

Audited financial statements; Moody's
Investors Service

Adjusted net OPEB liabilities (ANOL) Total primary government's net other post-employment benefit
(OPEB) liabilities adjusted by Moody's to standardize the discount
rate used to compute the present value of accrued benefits

Audited financial statements; Moody's
Investors Service

Other long-term liabilities (OLTL) Miscellaneous long-term liabilities reported under the governmental
and business-type activities entries

Audited financial statements

Long-term liabilities ratio Debt + ANPL + ANOL + OLTL / Revenue
Fixed costs
Implied debt service Annual cost to amortize city or county's long-term debt over 20

years with level payments
Audited financial statements; official
statements; Moody's Investors Service

Pension tread water contribution Pension contribution necessary to prevent reported unfunded
pension liabilities from growing, year over year, in nominal dollars, if
all actuarial assumptions are met

Audited financial statements; Moody's
Investors Service

OPEB contribution City or county's actual contribution in a given period Audited financial statements
Implied cost of OLTL Annual cost to amortize city or county's other long-term liabilities

over 20 years with level payments
Audited financial statements; Moody's
Investors Service

Fixed-costs ratio Implied debt service + Pension tread water + OPEB contributions +
Implied cost of OLTL / Revenue

*Note: If typical data source is not available then alternative sources or proxy data may be considered. For more detailed definitions of the metrics listed above please refer to the US City
and Counties Methodology .
Source: Moody's Investors Service
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